




•At the end of today's session, attendees will be able to:

• Identify at least 3 features of Engage that are underutilized by campuses

• Understand best practices for implementation of hidden-gem features for their campus





•Engage offers Branch Administrators the ability to customize Notifications 

users receive from the Branch

•Event Submissions, Form Submissions, and Organization Registration 

Submissions

•Allows you to customize notification language to include auto-populated 

fields







•Event and Organization Categories can be hidden from General Users

•Can also be set for "Admin Use Only"

•Allows for behind the scenes reporting

•Admin Only Categories can ensure specialized categorization is being used 

effectively







•Engage offers the ability to generate custom-filtered lists of users for 

messaging purposes

•Can be leveraged for Email Relays or Text Messaging*

• *Users must opt in to receiving Text Messages from Engage

•Can be generated at the Community or Organization Level

• Community Level – filter based on Position Template, Organization Types, and 

Organization Categories

• Organization Level – filter based on Positions or Specific Members









•Community-level Forms offer the ability to build-in a workflow for your 

reviewer process

•Allows admins to set different levels for each reviewer in the process

•Will stagger notifications for reviewers based on the level to which they 

are assigned







•Additional Fields allow campuses to gather more customized data in various 

data sets within Engage

•Can be added to the User Profile, the Organization Profile, Events, Funding 

Requests, and Purchase Requests

• Leverages most of the familiar question types from Forms

• Not able to include Ranking Questions

•Gives Administrators the ability to determine visibility levels across different 

audiences.







Homepage Alerts

•Alerts help make your content more visible and promote traffic because they 

appear in a prime location that users are highly likely to see

•You can have up to three at any given time and include hyperlinks







•Self-Reported Experiences are meant to provide institutions with a way to 

collect information from students on things that they do outside of the 

classroom that aren't already being tracked in Engage.

•These experiences can include anything from honors and awards received, 

employment or internships held, to off-campus memberships and event 

participation.







•An embeddable widget that a campus can put on institution websites with 

minimal HTML experience

•Pulls a listing of upcoming public events, giving visitors of your webpage 

easy access to details and information about events they might be 

interested in attending







•Event reviewers can be setup to only be notified if certain conditions are 

met.

•For example, you may decide that your campus security officer only needs 

to review events with attendances over 100 students, or that your catering 

department only needs to review events that have identified needing 

university catering







•Students can use Engage to generate a record of their involvement to 

document experiences gained outside the classroom. 

•This document is called the Co-Curricular Transcript (which can be 

rebranded to fit campus needs), and can be used when applying for grad 

school, provide speaking points for job interviews, and to showcase your 

students' leadership experience.






